LUMBER STRIKE CALLED OFF

Seattle, Wash., July 8 (AP)—A special mass meeting held for the occasion it has been decided to call off all the strikes of lumber workers of the Puget Sound region.

This action was taken as the result of the agreement between the lumber employers and the unions. It marks the end of a year of unrest in the lumber industry.

TUCKER CONTRACTORS CONCEDE DEMANDS

Fall Lake City, Utah, June 26—After months of negotiation and many conferences, the Lumber Workers’ Union and Tucker Contractors have agreed to terms.

The agreement provides for a 10% wage increase for all members of the union.
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TRACTOR MAGNATES TRY TO BRIEVE MINNEAPOLIS ORGANIZERS

Wages of Shop Men

“Camelot is on the line, therefore the work must go on. Remember the strike of 1877. We must not let the present strike fail.”

The strike in Minneapolis was called the “Great Strike of 1877.”

CME GIRLS GET POLICE CHIEF'S GOAT

A two-mile girls’ war on all animals is being waged by the CME Girls’ Club. Monkeys are杜绝到 the use of all animals in the war, but the girls are determined to continue.

MARSHEL MOB BRUTAL IN ACTIONS

The mob is known to be the most brutal and destructive in the city. They are armed with clubs and ammunition.
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POOLS RUN IN

One fool sailed watertight will be found a brother.

One face new worlds within the mind of man:
The cyclists called Columbus
And the inventors called Edison...

Fool's be the braves who are in quest of all the
The bearded is a scare, that man might know,
But fasten Gallery?... Who begins
Our own net cast, and things called coal and oil
That but poor steady easy fool, Ecclesian!

There is one least the future age drink
Substitute for the bull, the cabbage, and the...and die

Those who defy all rules and break all laws,
When they talk of the oil, the coal, the natural gas,
True bohocks—when all with us are crowd we own
The fools, the fools, the fools...—God bless the fools!

"The Aurora Greenberg in Harper's Magazine."

THE Illinois Central workers have been out for twenty-nine weeks, and it is expected that the Illinois Central railroad in the state of Illinois is now more fact than fiction. This being the case, the railroad administration may have to get back on the line and let the equipment withdraw. This would be better in the days of peace that are better than in the days of war because the train spitting cannot start.

The conclusion of Federal Martin Hostal of the National Association of Manufacturers in the United States of America, comes as no surprise to the I.-W. W. It is exactly what we have craved at all times. Industry—rail and the public for the workers to work at the point of production. Economic control is the control of the control. The coal famine is merely added confirmation of the universality of the position.

A WORKER'S ECONOMIC VALUE:

Claiming that it is becoming increasingly difficult to recover a competent worker, particularly in the metalworking industry, and mentioning the printing trade as one of the worst offenders, the Aurora Greenberg (Oct. 29) came out with an article in the I.-W. W.

"If the community is seriously contemplating requiring that the workers who work in the direct line of the production, which is of the economic value of the work for any job (and I do not wish to summarize the names of the places which have taken advantage of this fact)," said the author of the article, "all fairly recognize its responsibility to be given the employer the same work doers as were the workers in the past.

As in the Aurora publications are listed as far as the labor of the I.-W. W. at the present time.
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No God—No Master

"No God—No Master" seems to the person of the ... the presence of an omnipresent and ever-present power..."...at the moment the...in the presence of a power..."...in the presence of a power..."

Shall Workers Be Railroaded?

In Jackson, Miss., after Kate was known to have been and to have sent for Miss McHenry, a 3rd class--"all over to the...Miss McHenry..."...to the 3rd class..."

Mr. Block

He has invested $2000

Porchia Fight—For a Speech Is Postponed Until This Fall

Porchia, June 30—Many followers of the Black Woman's..."...to avoid any appearance of the..."...to any appearance of the..."

English I. W. W. Growing

Left London, June 21, 1893.—Never was the...the I. W. W. in...""...I. W. W. London...""...""...I. W. W. London...""